Role of the first external domain of I-A beta chain in immune responses and diabetes in non-obese diabetic (NOD) mice.
Diabetes in the non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse is a multigenic autoimmune disease and is possibly controlled by three recessive loci, including one that is linked to the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). The first external domain of the Class II MHC I-A beta chain in these mice is unique and has been suggested as being responsible for autoimmunity. The I-A alpha chain in these mice is I-A alpha d, and they lack the expression of I-E molecules. We have investigated immune responses to various Ir gene control antigens in NOD mice to determine the influence of the NOD Ia and particularly the I-A beta chain. We find that sheep insulin is highly immunogenic while other insulins are weakly immunogenic in these mice. Hen egg lysozyme, pigeon cytochrome C and the synthetic polypeptide Poly 18, Poly EYK(EYA)5 antigen produce good antibody responses. Apart from H-2d, NOD are the only mice where Poly 18 antigen is immunogenic. In these mice Poly 18 induced good T-cell proliferative response, which was inhibited by anti-Ia antibody, and the mice were able to respond to tyrosine-containing polypeptide Poly EYA but not to the phenylalanine-containing antigen Poly EFA. We also found that synthetic peptide 48-60 of the NOD I-A beta chain is highly immunogenic in syngeneic NOD mice both for T cells and B cells. Using an I-A beta chain-specific monoclonal antibody, we are able to prevent induction of diabetes when the antibody was administrated in prediabetic, young mice. Our results suggest that the immune response to various antigens and autoimmune diabetes in NOD mice is directly influenced by the I-A beta chain.